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Runway Bench System

Like your favorite building blocks as a child, Runway offers creative freedom and design flexibility, and is widely versatile when creating a seating area in public spaces. Create a visually striking composition that easily adapts to any open environment.
Using only six unique pieces, Runway can transform from a simple bench into a sweeping geometric formation. The straight lines and angular components contribute beautifully to a modern aesthetic and can be customized even further with the use of contrasting fabrics and stitching.
An Ideal Landing Spot

Come in for a smooth landing on Runway. The perfect touch-down location for large public spaces, the extending pieces allow for users to visit in groups or to find a solo space for themselves. Ideal in waiting areas, lobbies, and educational spaces, people won’t mind the wait when they’re seated here.
Driven by Detail

The design of the angled sides merges aesthetics and function, offering a dynamic expression while allowing users to easily stand up from the seat.

Configurable inspirations below.
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Benching Made Beautiful

Customizable, adaptable, and highly functional, Runway creates an easy touch-down spot for people on the go.

For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

![Base Set](#)
![Extension](#)
![Small Addition](#) (Right or Left)
![Large Addition](#) (Right or Left)

PLAYS WELL WITH:

![Arroyo Mobile](#)
![Breck Lounge + Ottoman](#)
![Didi](#)
![Sally Stool](#)

![Eyes Lounge](#)
![Ruby Round Side Table](#)
![Log Table](#)
![True Love Indoor](#)

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.